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A statement for the purposes of approved conservation advice  
(s266B of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999) 

Approved Conservation Advice for 
Eremophila sp. Rainbow Valley (T.S. Henshall 1181) (Rainbow Valley Fuchsia Bush) 

This Conservation Advice has been developed based on the best available information at the 
time this conservation advice was approved.  

Description 
Eremophila sp. Rainbow Valley (T.S. Henshall, 1181), Family Myoporaceae, also known as 
Rainbow Valley Fuchsia Bush, is a prostrate perennial shrub. The flower is purple with white 
in the throat, its upper lip 2–lobed and lower lip 3–lobed; occasionally the species has white 
flowers (Woinarski et al., 2007). The fruits are 1 cm in diameter. Flowering and fruiting 
occurs from January to April and August to November. 

Conservation Status 
Rainbow Valley Fuchsia Bush is listed as vulnerable. This species is eligible for listing as 
vulnerable under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth) 
(EPBC Act) as, prior to the commencement of the EPBC Act, it was listed as vulnerable 
under Schedule 1 of the Endangered Species Protection Act 1992 (Cwlth). This species is also 
listed as vulnerable under the Territory Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act 2000 (Northern 
Territory).  

Distribution and Habitat 
Rainbow Valley Fuchsia Bush is known from seven populations in the Northern Territory. 
Two populations from the Mt Ooramina area, four from between Deepwell Station and Mt 
Ooramina and another from the Rainbow Valley area (Eldridge, 1996; White et al., 2000). 
The total area occupied by the species is less than 50 ha (Woinarski et al., 2007). Five of the 
seven populations are small and have fewer then 50 individuals recorded.  

The species inhabits sand-plains and the lower slopes of low sand dunes, supporting Spinifex 
(Triodia basedowii) with a varied overstorey including shrubs of Grevillea, Hakea and 
Acacia, and Desert Oak trees (Allocasuarina decaisneana) (Eldridge, 1996). Rainbow Valley 
Fuchsia Bush occurs within the Northern Territory Natural Resource Management Region. 

The distribution of this species is not known to overlap with any EPBC Act-listed threatened 
ecological communities. 

Threats 
The main potential threats to Rainbow Valley Fuchsia Bush are stochastic events that may 
affect the species due to its restricted area of occupancy and population size (Woinarski et al., 
2007).  

Research Priorities 

Research priorities identified by Woinarski et al. (2007) that would inform future regional and 
local priority actions include: 
• Further surveys to establish an accurate picture of the species distribution. 
• Assessment of the relationship between disturbance and recruitment. 
• Assessment of the applicability of fire to increase the diversity of successional states in 

the Spinifex sandplains occupied by this species to increase and stabilise population 
numbers. 
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• Design and implement a monitoring program. 

Regional and Local Priority Actions 
The following regional and local priority recovery and threat abatement actions can be done 
to support the recovery of Rainbow Valley Fuchsia Bush.  

Habitat Loss, Disturbance and Modification 
• Identify populations of high conservation priority. 
• Manage threats to areas of vegetation that contain populations/occurrences/remnants of 

Rainbow Valley Fuchsia Bush. 
• Protect areas of vegetation that contain populations of Rainbow Valley Fuchsia Bush. 
• Monitor known populations to identify key threats.  
• Monitor progress of recovery, including the effectiveness of management actions and the 

need to adapt them if necessary. 
• Undertake survey work in suitable habitat and potential habitat to locate any additional 

populations/occurrences/remnants. 
• Investigate formal conservation arrangements, such as the use of covenants, conservation 

agreements or inclusion in reserve tenure.  
Fire 
• Develop and implement a suitable fire management strategy for Rainbow Valley Fuchsia 

Bush. 
• Provide maps of known occurrences to local and state Rural Fire Services and seek 

inclusion of mitigation measures in bush fire risk management plans, risk register and/or 
operation maps. 

Conservation Information 
• Raise awareness of Rainbow Valley Fuchsia Bush within the local community.  

Enabling Recovery of Additional Sites and/or Populations  
• Undertake appropriate seed collection and storage. 
• Investigate options for linking, enhancing or establishing additional populations. 
• Implement national translocation protocols (Vallee et al, 2004) if establishing additional 

populations is considered necessary and feasible. 

 
This list does not necessarily encompass all actions that may be of benefit to the species, but 
highlights those that are considered to be of highest priority at the time of preparing the 
conservation advice.  

Existing Plans/Management Prescriptions that are Relevant to the Species 

• Rainbow Valley Conservation Reserve Draft Joint Management Plan (PWSNT, 2007). 
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